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Cremation, Embalmment, or Neither? Dec 22 2021 This book documents todays rising rates of cremation in the West, and notes that these rates now include many deceased Christians, a
stark contrast to Christians in the past who had consistently rejected cremation from their earliest years in pagan Rome to the mid-1960s. Christians opposed and spurned cremation for a
number of reasons, discussed in this book. By mid-fourth century, Christianitys rejection of cremation influenced pagan Rome to abandon cremation. Earth burial became the only acceptable
way to dispose of deceased humans, resulting in a major cultural change in the West. Converts to Christianity had to promise they would never be cremated. Graveyards were named
coemeteria, Latin for where dead people sleep; from which we get the word cemetery, a name now contradicted by cremation. This book is a clarion call to Christians. Dr. Schmidt has
amassed historical, biblical, theological, and practical evidences that the modern Christian church will only refuse to hear to its great loss, both now and at the judgment Seat of Christ where
we each shall receive what is due to for things done while in (might we add to) the body (2 Corinthians 5:10). Craig A. Parton, M.A., J.D. United States Director, International Academy of
Apologetics, Santa Barbara, California. This powerful apologetic clearly establishes that cremation fails to find endorsement in the inspired Holy Scriptures. Dr. Schmidts research will prove
invaluable for those who might query the need for burial rather than cremation. Hopefully, this book will have a wide influence on Christian thought and practice. Donald Howard, Pastor
Emeritus, Anglican Church, Diocese of Sydney, NSW, Australia. Author of Burial or Cremation: Does It Matter? I heartily recommend Dr. Schmidts excellent book Cremation, Embalmment, or
Neither?A Biblical/Christian Evaluation to clergy and faithful laypeople alike concerned with the increasing rates of cremation among Christians. This will be in keeping with the Apostle Pauls
admonition: Do not conform any longer to the pattern of the world (Romans 12:2). Archpriest Victor S. Potapov, Rector, Russian Orthodox Cathedral of St. John the Baptist, Washington, DC.
This book provides an excellent opportunity for Christians to engage in deep theological thought regarding end of life decisions. Dr. Schmidt has thoroughly documented the historical roots
for Christian burial. A must read for all Christians. Beth Hoeltke, Ph.D., Librarian, Concordia Seminary, St. Louis, MO.
Cremation, the Pagan's Choice May 15 2021 Many pastors and church members seem to think that cremation is a non-Biblical issue and they have not attempted to address this acceptable
pagan practice that is sweeping across America. Projections from the Cremation Association of North America are forecasting a cremation rate of 44.42% in 2015 and 55.65% in 2025.
Americans and the church are ignoring the fact that cremation has always been acceptable in a society void of Biblical teaching. The Bible, in declaration and practice, teaches that cremation
is a pagan choice for the disposal of a human body.
Hearings Feb 21 2022
Cremation and the Archaeology of Death Nov 20 2021 The fiery transformation of the dead is replete in our popular culture and Western modernity's death ways, and yet it is increasingly
evident how little this disposal method is understood by archaeologists and students of cognate disciplines in the humanities and social sciences. In this regard, the archaeological study of
cremation has much to offer. Cremation is a fascinating and widespread theme and entry-point in the exploration of the variability of mortuary practices among past societies. Seeking to
challenge simplistic narratives of cremation in the past and present, the studies in this volume seek to confront and explore the challenges of interpreting the variability of cremation by
contending with complex networks of modern allusions and imaginings of cremations past and present and ongoing debates regarding how we identify and interpret cremation in the
archaeological record. Using a series of original case studies, the book investigates the archaeological traces of cremation in a varied selection of prehistoric and historic contexts from the
Mesolithic to the present in order to explore cremation from a practice-oriented and historically situated perspective.
Last Rites Apr 01 2020 The Untold Story of American Funeral and Mourning Traditions Why do we embalm the deceased? Why are funerals so expensive? Is there a reason coffins are
shaped the way they are? When—and why—did we start viewing the deceased? Ceremonies for honoring the departed are crucial parts of our lives, but few people know where our traditional
practices come from—and what they reveal about our history, culture, and beliefs about death. In Last Rites, author Todd Harra takes you on a fascinating exploration of American funeral
practices—examining where they came from, what they mean, and how they are still evolving. Our conventions around death, burial, and remembrance have undergone many great
transitions—sometimes due to technology, respect for tradition, shifting sensibilities, or even to thwart grave robbers. Here you’ll explore: • Influences for American rituals—from medieval
Europe, the Roman Empire, and even ancient Egypt • When mourning fell out of fashion—and how George Washington’s passing brought it back • Abraham Lincoln’s landmark funeral and its
widespread impact • Flowers, liquor, mourning gifts, and caskets—the reasons behind our grieving customs • Unknown soldiers—how warfare influenced funeral and bereavement practices …
and vice versa • How growing populations, religion, inventions, and media have changed and continue to shape our traditions • The future of our death rites—mushroom suits, green burial,
body donation, flameless cremation, home funerals, and more The rich story of the American funeral is one of constant evolution. Whether you’re planning a funeral service or are simply
intrigued by the meaning behind American burial practices, Last Rites is an informative and compelling exploration of the history—and future—of the ceremonies we use to say farewell to those
who have departed this world.
Complying with the funeral rule Jul 29 2022
Grave Matters Sep 06 2020 Examines the embalming process and the impact the standard funeral has on the environment while also discussing alternative eco-friendly burials.
Burial Or Cremation for Christians ? Nov 08 2020 In these days when cremation is so common, few realise that in Christian-in uenced societies it originated only in the nineteenth century
and that for many years the choice of burial or cremation was one primarily made on the grounds of the faith of the deceased and the relatives. is book does not try to replay the debates of
the past, but instead it takes a careful and balanced look at the biblical data and encourages thoughtful, prayerful planning. Helpful appendices contain suggested hymns and Scriptures for
funeral services.
Cremation Or Burial a Jewish View Nov 01 2022
Smoke Gets in Your Eyes Jun 03 2020 THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER 'Unforgettable . . . a hilarious, poignant and impassioned plea to revolutionise our attitudes to death' Gavin
Francis, Guardian From her first day at Westwind Cremation & Burial, twenty-three-year-old Caitlin Doughty threw herself into her curious new profession. Coming face-to-face with the very
thing we go to great lengths to avoid thinking about she started to wonder about the lives of those she cremated and the mourning families they left behind, and found herself confounded by
people's erratic reactions to death. Exploring our death rituals - and those of other cultures - she pleads the case for healthier attitudes around death and dying. Full of bizarre encounters,
gallows humour and vivid characters (both living and very dead), this illuminating account makes this otherwise terrifying subject inviting and fascinating.
The High Cost of Dying Jan 23 2022 This important volume offers a comprehensive overview of the funeral home business and provides valuable inside information needed by thoughtful
consumers, legal advisors, trust officers, and even clergy - all those who must confront the hard, practical questions that surround one of life's most trying and emotion-filled experiences. How
does one select a funeral home? What obligations and functions are properly the family's and which should be expected of a funeral home? Who is financially responsible for the funeral?
What funeral options are available and which are best? Is it possible to arrange a dignified, yet affordable funeral? Is it crass to be concerned about costs? These are just some of the
questions addressed by former funeral home director Gregory W. Young in this easy-to-read reference guide that aids consumers in arranging a funeral and avoiding unnecessary charges.
Young's compassion for the grief-stricken and his in-depth understanding of funeral preparation combine to provide a unique perspective on the history and psychology of the American
funeral. Each chapter of this information-packed book covers an important aspect of the contemporary funeral: the need for consumerism, the funeral in history, how the funeral director can
help survivors, making the choice between burial and cremation, the importance of the funeral arrangement conference, outlining the funeral contract, describing common funeral rip-offs, how
to pre-arrange a funeral, answering frequently asked consumer questions, and much more. Of vital importance are the special features of this remarkable volume: the handy funeral
arrangement checklist that helps consumers determine their needs, and a discussion of price ranges for specific services, caskets, burial vaults and miscellaneous expenses. Never before
has so much valuable information been compiled by such a noted authority on a topic that will inevitably touch us all.
The Archaeology of Cremation Dec 30 2019 Human societies have disposed of their dead in a variety of ways. However, while considerable attention has been paid to bodies that were
buried, comparatively little work has been devoted to understanding the nature of cremated remains, despite their visibility through time. It has been argued that this is the result of decades of
misunderstanding regarding the potential information that this material holds, combined with properties that make burned bone inherently difficult to analyse. As such, there is a considerable
body of knowledge on the concepts and practices of inhumation yet our understanding of cremation ritual and practice is by comparison, woefully inadequate. This timely volume therefore
draws together the inventive methodology that has been developed for this material and combines it with a fuller interpretation of the archaeological funerary context. It demonstrates how an
innovative methodology, when applied to a challenging material, can produce new and exciting interpretations of archaeological sites and funerary contexts. The reader is introduced to the
nature of burned human remains and the destructive effect that fire can have on the body. Subsequent chapters describe important cremation practices and sites from around the world and
from the Neolithic period to the modern day. By emphasising the need for a robust methodology combined with a nuanced interpretation, it is possible to begin to appreciate the significance
and wide-spread adoption of this practice of dealing with the dead.

Transformation by Fire Mar 01 2020 Transformation by Fire offers a current assessment of the archaeological research on the widespread social practice of cremation. Editors Ian Kuijt, Colin
P. Quinn, and Gabriel Cooney chart a path for the development of interpretive archaeology surrounding this complex social process.
Death and Burial in the Roman World Aug 06 2020 The most comprehensive book on Roman burial practices—now available in paperback Never before available in paperback, J. M. C.
Toynbee's study is the most comprehensive book on Roman burial practices. Ranging throughout the Roman world from Rome to Pompeii, Britain to Jerusalem—Toynbee's book examines
funeral practices from a wide variety of perspectives. First, Toynbee examines Roman beliefs about death and the afterlife, revealing that few Romans believed in the Elysian Fields of poetic
invention. She then describes the rituals associated with burial and mourning: commemorative meals at the gravesite were common, with some tombs having built-in kitchens and rooms
where family could stay overnight. Toynbee also includes descriptions of the layout and finances of cemeteries, the tomb types of both the rich and poor, and the types of grave markers and
monuments as well as tomb furnishings.
Natural Burial Jan 29 2020 From the 1990s the British developed an interest in natural burial, also known as woodland, green, or ecological burial. Natural burial constitutes part of a long,
historical legacy for British funeral innovation; from Victorian cemetery monuments and garden cemeteries through the birth and rise of cremation to the many things done with cremated
remains. The book sets natural burial in the context of such creative dealing with death, grief, mourning, and the celebration of life. Themes from sociology and anthropology combine with
psychological issues and theological ideas to show how human emotions take shape and help people consider their own death whilst also dealing with the death of those they love. The
authors explore the variety of motivations for people to engage with natural burial and its popular appeal, using interviews with people having a relationship with one natural burial site created
by the Church of England but open to all. They illustrate people's understandings of life and death in the sacred, secular and mixed worlds of modern Britain.
Over Our Dead Bodies: Jan 11 2021 Discover a more lighthearted side of the funeral industry in this collection of real-life stories from the authors of Mortuary Confidential. Not knowing what
to do, I sat on the church steps and waited. As the gravity of my failure began to well up in me, I began to cry . . . I Had Lost The Hearse! Funerals and the all the things that accompany them
are traditionally somber, contemplative events in which the bereaved look to their undertaker to guide them through that most difficult of times. Of course, sometimes tradition gets thrown
under the bus. From a dysfunctional family who turn their mother’s wake into a full-blown riot, to funeral crashers looking for free meals, to a horse-drawn hearse taking the dearly departed
for the ride of their afterlife, these accounts from actual undertakers will have you laughing, thinking, and gasping in disbelief. A literal graveyard of wild coincidences, slapstick humor, and
touching moments, Over Our Dead Bodies explores the lighter side of the dead, the living, and the lone undertaker who must make it all go as planned—even if it doesn’t. Praise for Mortuary
Confidential “Outrageous funeral stories, dipped in beauty and morbid humor.” —Caleb Wilde, author of Confessions of a Funeral Director “Curious, wildly honest stories that need to be told,
but just not at the dinner table.” —Dana Kollmann, author of Never Suck a Dead Man’s Hand “As unpredictable and lively as a bunch of drunks at a New Orleans funeral.” —Joe R. Lansdale,
author of Moon Lake “Sick, funny, and brilliant! I love this book.” —Jonathan Maberry, Bram Stoker Award–winning author of They Bite! And Rot & Ruin “These true mortuary tales are
poignant—and suddenly, gaspi
Cremation Or Burial? Aug 25 2019 An aid to making one of the most importantant decisions you will ever have to make for yourself or your loved ones.
The Massachusetts Cremation Society May 03 2020
Burial Or Cremation? What Does the Bible Say? Mar 25 2022 For 20 years Richard Parke has handled funerals, memorial services and interments for countless individuals of all ages and
circumstances--deaths of newborns, young children, young mothers, newlyweds, accidental deaths and deaths from long-term illness. In every one of these heartrending situations, however,
there was one common and urgent element: the physical body of someone--a person whom someone else loved and valued--needed to be dealt with in a God-honoring manner. Those
facing the death of a loved one, in most cases, have never studied the issue of burial or cremation from a biblical, Christian perspective. Instead of seeking guidance from the Bible, family
members usually make their decision on the basis of emotions, practicality, finances, legal directive of the deceased, environmental concerns or information from a funeral director. BURIAL
OR CREMATION? What Does The Bible Say? will help you search the Bible for yourself and draw your own conclusion. Having processed these issues over the past two decades, Parke
now wants to share the results of his study with others on that same journey seeking answers and guidance. Please feel free to write and request a free booklet entitled, How to Have a
Happy and Meaningful Life, which explains how to establish a personal relationship with God. To receive your free copy, please send a stamped, self-addressed envelope to: Artos
Publications, P.O. Box 9801, McLean, VA 22102-0801.
Funeral Planning Basics Jul 05 2020 "This comprehensive funeral planning book will take you step-by-step through the process of planning a funeral. It will introduce you to issues such as
organ donations, purchasing caskets, cremation, burial, puchasing grave plots, organization of funeral services, the legal and financial issues relating to funerals, the cost of pre-aranging a
funeral, how to save money on funerals, how to finance funerals and much more."--Publisher's description.
The Cremation of the Dead Jul 17 2021
An Old Place, Safe and Quiet Dec 10 2020 Details the first professional discovery and excavation of a Transitional Archaic Susquehanna Tradition secondary cremation burial in
Massachusetts.
Hope to Die Feb 09 2021 As Catholics, we believe in the resurrection of the body. We profess it in our creed. We're taught that to bury and pray for the dead are corporal and spiritual works
of mercy. We honor the dead in our Liturgy through the Rite of Christian burial. We do all of this, and more, because when Jesus Christ took on flesh for the salvation of our souls he also
bestowed great dignity on our bodies. In Hope to Die: The Christian Meaning of Death and the Resurrection of the Body, Scott Hahn explores the significance of death and burial from a
Catholic perspective. The promise of the bodily resurrection brings into focus the need for the dignified care of our bodies at the hour of death. Unpacking both Scripture and Catholic
teaching, Hope to Die reminds us that we are destined for glorification on the last day. Our bodies have been made by a God who loves us. Even in death, those bodies point to the mystery
of our salvation.
Order of Christian Funerals Including Appendix 2 Oct 27 2019
Hearings Sep 18 2021
So You're Cremated ... Now What? Sep 26 2019 Over 40 million Americans choose to be cremated every year. And they are in good company. Paul Newman, Ethel Merman, Groucho Marx,
Marlon Brando and George Harrison to name a few. But just because you want to be cremated doesn't make it so. You need to make preparations before you actually check out. And you
may have a lot of questions you want answered to create the trouble-free send-off you really would like. Kalfel writes a book for our times a highly readable guidebook that sheds light and
brings great wit to the topic of cremation. Part history, part philosophy, and part comedy, Kalfel gives you legal tips, urn advice, and numerous location suggestions before delving into over
100 ways your ashes can be scattered or turned into memorable objects. Kalfel includes a list of celebrities that opted for cremation along with commercially available scattering services.
What you can do as a final statement is what this book is all about. If cremation is a considered choice for you or a loved one, this book provides a way to start thinking and discussing this
subject. By knowing your options, you can be in the director's chair for your life's grand finale.
Funeral Management and Costs Jun 23 2019 Trieste Publishing has a massive catalogue of classic book titles. Our aim is to provide readers with the highest quality reproductions of fiction
and non-fiction literature that has stood the test of time. The many thousands of books in our collection have been sourced from libraries and private collections around the world.The titles
that Trieste Publishing has chosen to be part of the collection have been scanned to simulate the original. Our readers see the books the same way that their first readers did decades or a
hundred or more years ago. Books from that period are often spoiled by imperfections that did not exist in the original. Imperfections could be in the form of blurred text, photographs, or
missing pages. It is highly unlikely that this would occur with one of our books. Our extensive quality control ensures that the readers of Trieste Publishing's books will be delighted with their
purchase. Our staff has thoroughly reviewed every page of all the books in the collection, repairing, or if necessary, rejecting titles that are not of the highest quality. This process ensures that
the reader of one of Trieste Publishing's titles receives a volume that faithfully reproduces the original, and to the maximum degree possible, gives them the experience of owning the original
work.We pride ourselves on not only creating a pathway to an extensive reservoir of books of the finest quality, but also providing value to every one of our readers. Generally, Trieste books
are purchased singly - on demand, however they may also be purchased in bulk. Readers interested in bulk purchases are invited to contact us directly to enquire about our tailored bulk
rates.
Cremation in America Sep 30 2022 Congratulations to Mr Rosen for writing a fascinating and most interesting history of cremation in the USA. He raises many issues that are relevant today
and the need to regulate and monitor the industry. The Cremation Society of Great Britain, founded by Sir Henry Thompson and his colleagues, paved the way forward in the UK for
cremation practises. I recommend strongly that United States legislatures do take notice and act upon the recommendations made in this book. I thoroughly enjoyed reading this book.-The
Earl Grey, President, The Cremation Society of Great BritainVery interesting. I learned things I didn't know about the conflict some Catholics have with cremation and gained a better
understanding of the religious objections which arise in Judaism. I also enjoyed learning about the personalities of some of the early advocates of cremation.... Very readable and
entertaining. Until people are able to think and talk about end-of-life issues, they will never be able to plan ahead and help their families make appropriate arrangements.-Carolyn Hayek,
Former Executive Director of People's Memorial AssociationLike Service's famous epic poem, Rosen's popular history is bound to excite new interest in the practice of cremation. Everything
you ever wanted to know about the subject of cremation and more.-Dr. Martin Greenberg, Professor of Criminal Justice, Point Park College, Pittsburgh, PAIn this captivating review of the
history, the practice, and the industry of cremation in America, award-winning former New York Times columnist Fred Rosen provides an authoritative source of information and many
revealing facts about an increasingly common, yet still controversial, alternative to burial.Rosen gives an entertaining first person account of his inquiry into the practice of cremation and its
roots. He describes the early ancient custom of cremation by funeral pyre and then explores why the rising Church banned the practice as a sacrilege. He then traces the underpinnings of the
modern cremation movement in the late 19th century among a colorful group of intellectuals and physicians. This 19th century group endorsed this then illegal practice as a means to improve
public health-as a way to prevent seepage of burial grounds from polluting ground water and spreading disease.Rosen goes on to examine, in today's world, people's feelings about death
and religion as well as their sensitivities to cremation. Given certain abuses, he believes that this industry needs to be regulated. However, he finds much in favor of cremation when firsthand
comparing its costs vs. the excesses and extravagances of the burial funeral industry.In an age when over 25 percent of the population is turning to cremation as a preferred funeral
arrangement, this book offers much timely, useful, and engrossing information.
Why Modern Cremation Should Replace Earth-burial Apr 25 2022
Through a Childs Eyes Nov 28 2019 In "Through The Eyes of a Child" you will learn how to use age appropriate language to explain death, burial, cemeteries, etc., to your children.
Funeral Management and Costs: a World-survey of Burial and Cremation May 27 2022
In Loving Memory Oct 20 2021 A funeral starts the grieving process as we say our last goodbye to our loved one, while being surrounded by family and friends. By sharing this book with
your child who has lost someone near and dear to them, we can educate them on what a funeral might look like and provide a few ideas on how to remember their loved one long after the
funeral.
Cremation of the Dead Oct 08 2020
A List of Books, Pamphlets and Articles on Cremation Jul 25 2019
Getting Smart about Death Jun 27 2022 A death occurs about every twelve seconds in the United States, according to the US Census Bureau. What happens in the hours and days following
a death is something most of us have no knowledge of. In Getting Smart about Death, author Jane Filetic changes that by sharing basic information that can make a world of difference. Using

an efficient, need-to-know manner, she covers such topics as: - the four things needed immediately after a death occurs; - ten helpful suggestions to consider when a death is imminent; answers to frequently asked questions following a death; - the times in life when it is essential to express our own final wishes. Getting Smart about Death is a simple, straightforward guide
that will help you be prepared when a parent, spouse, partner, sibling, child, or best friend is nearing the end of life or has reached the end of life. Information is not just power; in the case of
death, it is peace of mind.
The Deceased's Life Cycle Rituals in Nepal Jun 15 2021 This study forms `an ethnoarchaeological analysis of the life cycle rituals from the funeral practice and its manifestation in the
mortuary remains of Brahmans and Magars in Central Dhaulagiri zone of Nepal'. It is largely based on first-hand experience of funerals and explores the religious and cosmological ideas
surrounding death and the afterlife, what death represents for the living and the rites and rituals performed to the deceased. In the final chapter, Oestigaard considers how this evidence can
help us interpret the burials of the past and re-appraise our Christianised views of death.
Burial Or Cremation Aug 18 2021 How should Christians dispose of the bodies of their loved ones after death? Does the Bible give us authoritative guidance on this question, or are we free
to decide on the basis of pragmatic arguments, or even personal taste? Donald Howard is convinced that the Scriptures do give a clear answer to this question: 'Burial alone has the
endorsement of God's Word, and that Word, not tradition, sentiment or custom, must direct us in both our living and our dying. It is the writer's firm belief that burial alone gives specific
testimony to the Christian doctrine of the resurrection of the dead.' The author traces the history of burial through the Old Testament to the culminating example of Christ's burial and
resurrection, discusses the practice of cremation in the modern world, and gives wise counsel on the need to grieve and to plan for our own funeral. His whole approach is based on the
glorious privilege of being united to Christ in His death, burial and resurrection.
Funerals, Consumers' Last Rights Apr 13 2021
Funeral Management and Costs Mar 13 2021 Excerpt from Funeral Management and Costs: A World-Survey of Burial and Cremation 'Tis worth a thousand years of strife, 'Tis worth a wise
man's best of life, To lessen, be it but by one, The countless ills beneath the sun. - Anonymous The dreariest spot in all the land To death they set apart; With scanty grace from Nature's
hand, And none from that of art. For thus our fathers testified That he might read who ran, The emptiness of human pride, The nothingness of man. - Whittier To preserve the living and make
the dead to live, to keep men out of their Urnes, and discourse of humane fragments in them, is not impertinent unto our profession: whose study is life and death, who daily behold examples
of mortality, and of all men least need artificial mementos, or coffins by our bedside, to minde us of our graves. - Sir Thomas Browne, M.D.(1605-82), in the epistle dedicatory to Hydriolaphia,
Urne-Buriall. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an
important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged
copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections
successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.
Purified by Fire Aug 30 2022 Publisher Fact Sheet A history of cremation in America.
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